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DAY 15
Technology and data protection

Article Provided By:
Sr. Mary, Sr. Laura, Sr. María Salomé,  
Sr. Nisha, & Sr. Elisabeth

Mr. Nilkanth Desai, an IT & Business Strategy 
Consultant specialized in IT Security and Anti-Fraud 
presented the topic “Technology and security from 
principles of data protection”.  He opened our eyes 
to the many different threats that may be a risk to 
the safety of our devices and data and asked us to 
prevent through the use of security patches, firewalls, 
encryption etc. He also cautioned us to be careful and 
responsible in the use of the communication gadgets. 
‘Stop, Think and Click’ was the strong message that he 
gave us while making us aware of the internet and its 
vast usage. 

‘SSpS Collaboration Platforms (with hands-on)
 by Sr. Marides Santos, SSpS.

A presentation on ‘SSpS Collaboration Platforms (with 
hands-on) was given by Sr. Marides Santos, SSpS. She 
taught us to access ´My Drive´, and Team Drive´, and 
share information among Provinces, Regions and the 
Congregation Communicational Team. She further 
explained about updating the profiles of our Sisters in 
the Provinces and Regions in the online directory which 
will be made available to the members. 

“No one lights a lamp and puts it 
under a bowl; instead, he puts it on 
the lampstand, where it gives light 
for everyone in the house.”

Matthew 5:15
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DAY 16
Media Ethics, Media Law, GDPR and 
Copy right by Dikaios International

Article Provided By:
Sr. Juana, Sr. Beena Paul, Sr. Remedios,  
Sr. Agusta, & Sr. Aurelia

Attorney Pierre Fortin dealt with the General Data 
Protection Regulation (GDPR) and an overview of its 
principles, its objectives and principles. He said that 
it is important for all the countries and it is also the 
church law today. Some of the points include

• The way you use Media
• The way you use information
• Media ethics
• and Media law.

The speaker began quoting Marshall Mcluhan 1964 
saying, “media are extensions of man”. He said 
that the way each medium transfers information 
transforms the way we transmit information. He 
further said that we don’t use medium to transfer a 
message but the medium is the message.

Explaining about the Copy Right, the speaker asked 
us to publish the original content that is one’s 
own and that publishing something without prior 
permission of the author is incorrect. Talking about 

Google and Facebook he highlighted that these are trying to personalize information and therefore it is 
important to know how the internet functions.

The speakers emphasized on using the media to spread the Gospel, to promote dialogue, to moderate hate 
speech, to reconcile conflicts and so on. Talking about the Media laws they said that legal dimension is a 
rational and deliberate process where documents can save one but they can also be used against oneself. 
The input session was concluded recommending the need for prudent document management.
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DAY 17
Organizational Communication
By: Patrizia Morgante

Global Sisters Report
By: SR. Eden Panganiban, SSpS

SVD communications and possible 
collaboration
By: Fr. Modeste Munimi, SVD

Article Provided By:
Sr. Rosa, Sr. Clara, Sr. Cynthia, Sr. Filipa,  
Sr. Maria Yohana, & Sr. Maria Clara

“We live in a complex world and our task 
is to manage communication. It is not 
just technology we need to have, but 
a culture of communication” said Mrs 
Patricia as she made us aware of the role 
of communicator in the congregation. 
She highlighted the need for learning 
the existing communicating style of the 
province and then have a strategic plan 
for the communication ministry. She 
emphasized the importance of having 
a communication team in order to bring 
together different ideas and views and give 
a holistic output.  Digital world is one of 
the factors that can burn out individuals  
in religious life hence the communication 
coordinators have the responsibility to 
educate others on how to use media and 
social networking. She ended the session 
by opening the platform for queries, 
comments and views.

Narrating the power to connect, proclaim, 
empower, share, inspire and console Sr. 
Eden shared her experience in the “Light 
Moments” a Philippine radio program 
established in 2014 which airs in DZMM 
every Saturday night.  Sr. Eden Joined the 
program in the month of September 2015. 
Talking about her experience she said that 
the ministry is rewarding as it reaches to the 
thousands. The reviews of the young, the old 
and the children do encourage her to bring 
in more resource from different field as it 
satisfies a larger group of listeners.

Sr. Eden also shared her experience in 
Global Sisters Report, which is a dynamic 
online community that reports on and gives 
voice to women religious around the world. 
Explaining their activities she encouraged us 
to get to know the platforms that encourage 
the women’s voice. The session ended with 
the open discussion where sisters shared 
their views and comments.

“We lack deeper communion in our connections” said Fr. 
Modeste SVD as he explained about the presents modes 
of communications that are in constant use in the world. 
Focussing on the SVD Communications in the world he said 
that St Arnold our founder stands as a model as he used 
the media of his times to communicate the Word. He further 
explained the Arnold Janssen model of communication- 
Communication as the giving of self in love.

He also briefed us about the Communication ministry 
in SVD and its function in the provincial, zonal and 
generalate level. He also said that we need to be aware 
of Communication trends and improve storytelling/ short 
stories with images. He shared about the activities done 
online considering these trends and asked us for active 
collaboration in common sites in view of promoting our 
spirituality.

 He stressed the point that communication at its most 
profound level in love and consequently a basic attitude for 
every SVD. Calling us to open up our minds and hearts to a 
broader view of  communication he said we need to have a 
clear identity as men/ women communication coordinators 
who know the importance of being and doing.
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DAY 18
Information and Communication 
Technology for communication 
Development
Article Provided By:
Sr. Rosa, Sr. Clara, Sr. Cynthia, Sr. Filipa,  
Sr. Maria Yohana, & Sr. Maria Clara

“We are the message . Hence its important how 
we project ourselves in the media”, a strong 
message from Fr Fabrizio made us think about our 
presentations as individuals who are called to live 
out our stories. He further explained to us about 
Story Telling techniques and the elements that 
make the story interesting. “Creativity is creating 
the unexpected” said Fr. Fabrrizio as he explained 
the importance of producing something simple, 
strong, positive and effective in this complex 
world. He also screened few short video’s to make 
understand the need to adapt Social Media for 
better and quick communication. 

He also explained about the procedures of Crowd 
Funding and encouraged us to help people 
participate in our projects as partners. He gave us 
different tips to start crowdfunding step by step.  
He also reminded us to respect and recognize the 
myte of the donors through the possible platforms 
like websites, banners, YouTube etc. The session 
ended with open platform for clarifications, 
comments and questions.
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DAY 19
Manual for Communication and 
Technology

Article Provided By:
Sr. Christa Petra, Sr. Jaroslava,  
Sr. Maria Vianney, & Sr. Edita

The day was encompassed by the last faith 
sharing in the basic groups, followed by an 
emotive morning prayer together where each 
basic group, the CC Team (Congregational 
Communication Team), CLT, translators 
and secretary received a blessing from the 
participants.

Later the Revision Committee of the “Manual 
for Communication” expressed their gratitude 
for the work done and the efforts of every group 
collectively, as well as individually, through a short 
video highlighting the life of the members during 
the seminar.

The participants summarized their feelings 
about the content of the manual with a word or 
sentence and it was to be noted that the outcome 
showed the contentment and joy of the sisters 
and Mr. Andrew about the elaborated manual for 
communicators. The final issue will be followed up 
by the Revision Team.

After this the participants were given the time 
to draw up a plan for their own Provinces and 
Regions. Among other activities of winding up the 
seminar, there were discussions and sharing on 
how to begin communication ministry when we 

are back to our home provinces and regions.   The 
CC Team has been a great help in making sure 
that the Provincial Communication coordinators 
understood the commitment, as well as the need 
to be supported while beginning and continuing 
the ministry entrusted in a new way. Every 
Province and Region was encouraged to cooperate 
and to share experiences and resources to make 
the implementation of this important ministry a 
reality.

The day ended with the presentations of activities 
of the Provinces of Australia, South India, 
Indonesia-Timor and the Region of Togo/Benin



DAY 20
Planning and Sending Forth

Article Provided By:
Sr. Pushpa Rani, Sr. Jose, Sr. Maria da 
Graça, Sr. Vera, Sr. Aldona, & Sr. Petronela
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The day began with Holy Eucharist. The session 
began with a prayer recalling the past days, and 
expressing gratitude to God and blessing one 
another. 

During the session we discussed about our future 
plans. Sr. Marides took up the session. The plans 
for the Provinces were discussed and those which 
were to be implemented other than those of the 
Manual were shortlisted. We also discussed the 
topics for World SSpS newsletter and blogs. The 
entire morning, we planned out our vision for 
2020. The Congregational Communication Team 
was christened as CC Team.  

We had a short video chat with Sr. Yosefina, 
the Communication Team member who is 
recuperating in Indonesia. It was a joyful moment 
for all of us to meet her.

We spent the afternoon internalizing the past 
days. We met in our basic groups to share the 
blessings and our new insights of the seminar, 
after which we met in the larger group to conclude 
with prayer. The closing ritual was meaningfully 
conducted with symbols, prayers and songs. 

‘Creator Spirit ‘ was sung in seven languages! The 
prayer ended with commissioning everyone with 
lighted candles and a small memento by Sr. Maria 
Theresia and Team.
 
An exciting evening followed the concluding 
ceremony. It was all in hues and colors with 
cultural and international extravaganza. The multi-
culturality of our congregation was celebrated in 
its fullness. The seminar was formerly closed with 
a short message by Sr. Maria Theresia.



DAY 21
Mission Sunday Celebration

Article Provided By:
Sr. Pushpa Rani, Sr. Jose, Sr. Maria da 
Graça, Sr. Vera, Sr. Aldona, & Sr. Petronela

October 21, was officially the final day of the 
International Communication Coordinators’ 
seminar in Rome. The conclusion of the seminar 
was on a mission note, with the Mission Sunday 
Celebration at the SVD Generalate. 

Witnessing the missionary aspect in an 
intercultural context was the focus of the 
day. Other than SVD, SSpS, there were also 
lay collaborators from different countries. An 
integrated and contextualized Holy Eucharist with 
rituals of different cultures added festivity to the 
day. A short audio visual presentation on Arnold’s 
family gave a glimpse of our Missionary activities 
on different continents. We also had the stories 
of two great missionaries of our time to share - Fr. 
Marian Zeleak, SVD, a Missionary to India who is 
already declared a Servant of God and is on the 
path to beatification and Sr. Veronika Rackova, 
SSpS, who was martyred in South Sudan.  The live 
stories shared about them by the persons who 
knew them were inspiring. Sr. Nancy Noguera, 
SSpS who worked and lived with Sr. Veronika 
in South Sudan and Sr. Jaroslava Starsia, SSpS 

who knew her closely in Slovakia shared inspiring 
experiences that moved hearts. 

The richness of the culture is the deliciousness of 
the meal! The lunch was multi cuisine - covering 
different flavors of the world.  The day ended on 
an entertainment note in which cultural events 
from different countries were showcased. We, for 
our part sang the hymn “Carry your candle…” clad 
in ethnic attires of the countries we represent.
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